2021 Volunteer Roles
Education Department
COVID-19 Safety Precautions:
Due to ongoing COVID-19 restrictions, volunteer opportunities are limited and more
information will be posted throughout the 2021 season.
Please note that while Governor Sununu's statewide mask mandate has expired, the City of
Portsmouth's Mask Mandate is in effect through June 30, 2021. Additionally, Strawbery Banke
Museum requires that all visitors and Museum staff abide by the Museum's COVID-19
precautions including that all are required to keep a safe distance of at least 6 feet between
households at all times and wear a mask covering over mouth and nose. Thank you for your
understanding and for helping to keep other volunteers, visitors, and Museum staff safe.
Costume Collection Assistant
Learn about historic fashion while working behind the scenes of Strawbery Banke’s costume
collection. Work alongside the costume coordinator to organize, catalog, and store costumes for
use in the historical roleplaying program.
Experience in computers, spreadsheets, data entry, or cataloging is required. Theater, costuming,
or reenacting experience is a plus!
Computer, catalog, and reference materials will be provided.
Year-round, once a month
Dates & times flexible
Work takes place on the second and third floors of the Walsh House. Volunteers are given a
computer workspace with access to restrooms. Walsh House is not accessible by wheelchair.
Costume Maintenance Assistant
Put your costuming skills to good use with Strawbery Banke’s collection of historical
reproduction clothing! Work alongside the costume coordinator to clean, repair, and maintain
garments for use in the museum roleplaying program.
Experience in sewing is required. Theater, costuming, or reenacting experience is a plus!
Tools, materials, and instruction provided for both onsite and offsite projects.
Year-round, once a month
Dates & times flexible

Onsite work typically takes place on the second floor of the Walsh House, but arrangements can
be made at Stoodley’s Tavern for wheelchair accessibility. Volunteers have access to restrooms.
Offsite work can be arranged by talking to the costume coordinator.

